The nucleotide sequence of DNA is the repository of hereditary information. Yet, it is now clear that the DNA itself plays an active role in regulating the ability of the cell to extract its information. Basic biological processes, including control of gene transcription, faithful DNA replication and segregation, maintenance of the genome and cellular differentiation are subject to the conformational and topological properties of DNA in addition to the regulation imparted by the sequence itself. How do these DNA features manifest such striking effects and how does the cell regulate them? In this review, we describe how misregulation of DNA topology can lead to cellular dysfunction. We then address how cells prevent these topological problems. We close with a discussion on recent theoretical advances indicating that the topological problems, themselves, can provide the cues necessary for their resolution by type-2 topoisomerases.
INTRODUCTION
DNA has evolved into a stable vehicle for transmitting genes from one generation to the next, providing a remarkably reliable set of instructions for building a cell. The functional elegance of DNA is reflected in the beauty of its double helical structure. Watson and Crick wrote, ''It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material (1)''. The concept of one strand of DNA serving as a template explains the inheritance of the genome and explicitly describes a faithful mechanism for DNA replication and repair of a damaged strand. As such, the information encoded by DNA is often considered solely as a linear sequence of nucleotides to be read by cellular proteins. However, considering only the sequence of DNA neglects the unique set of challenges imposed by the mechanical, structural and topological features of double helical DNA, especially considering that it is confined to the cramped cellular space. Incorporating the feedback that the DNA double helix exerts on the proteins that must read the nucleotide sequence is critical for a better understanding of DNA metabolism. In this review, we explore why DNA topology must be maintained, corrected and altered in cells and outline existing models for how topoisomerases may control DNA topology.
CELLULAR CONSEQUENCES OF DNA TOPOLOGY
The topological and conformational consequences of the DNA double helix create an uphill struggle that Sisyphus could appreciate: to be active, DNA must be maintained in a higher energy conformation than relaxed B-form. In this case, topoisomerase acts as Sisyphus to maintain DNA in an underwound, untangled state (2,3; Figure 1 ). If DNA topology is not maintained in such a state, disaster can result, as recent data demonstrate.
Effects of DNA supercoiling
The canonical image of double helical DNA has the two backbone strands intertwined approximately every 10.5 bp. The processes that read the genetic code, such as semiconservative DNA replication, gene expression and homologous recombination, require access to the internal nucleotide bases. Cells allow access to the code by maintaining the DNA in a homeostatically underwound state (4) (5) (6) . This helix underwinding means that the linking number (Lk; the number of times the Watson strand wraps around the Crick strand in plane projection) of DNA is less than in the lowest free-energy state. The underwound state can be manifest in two geometric forms: twist and writhe, described by the well-known equation ÁLk = ÁTw + ÁWr (7). Unconstrained, the underwinding causes DNA to buckle around itself, and this has been referred to as negative supercoiling (7) .
Negative supercoiling provides the energy for localized, controlled melting of the DNA duplex to allow access of DNA polymerases, RNA polymerases, repair factors and recombinases to the internal nucleotide sequence. In addition to accessing these sequences, many DNA metabolic processes have additional specific DNA conformational requirements. For example, transcriptional regulation, through enhancers, and synapsis during site-specific recombination both require that distant DNA sites come in close physical proximity. Monte Carlo simulations (8) and experimental work (9, 10, 11) have demonstrated that supercoiling facilitates the synapsis of distant sites by two orders of magnitude. Site-specific recombination further requires that site juxtaposition occurs with a defined spatial arrangement and orientation, which negative supercoiling will also promote (12) .
The dependence on negative supercoiling for chromosomal metabolism affords the cell a precise means of regulating DNA metabolism. Similar to signal transduction, the eukaryotic cell cycle and cell fate specification, much of DNA metabolism requires that a cell be fully in one state or another without an intermediate. The state in which a biological process can be on or off, 'switch-like', has been of much current interest (13, 14) . DNA supercoiling appears to be a switch. Site-specific recombination catalyzed by the Int protein changes from a low, background level activity with a nearly relaxed plasmid substrate to full activity over a very narrow (<2-fold) increase in negative supercoiling (15) . In addition, transcription of a supercoiling-dependent leu500 promoter (4) and other bacterial processes (5) all switch on at the same supercoiling value. This switch-like dependence of supercoiling appears to be true for eukaryotic DNA function as well (6) . Accordingly, the control of DNA supercoiling can have important consequences in terms of evolutionary fitness. Escherichia coli grown for 20 000 generations in a glucose-limited medium were found to contain mutations in topA, which encodes for topoisomerase I, or fis, which encodes for a general DNA-binding protein. Either of these mutations cause increased negative supercoiling, which can indicate that evolution favors increased negative supercoiling (16) . However, excessive negative supercoiling also can lead to an inhibition of bacterial growth and RNA degradation (17) . Evidently, it is very important for a cell to control DNA supercoiling and this feat is accomplished by the combined activities of the topoisomerases.
Effects of DNA catenation
Although the double helix suggested a mechanism for the faithful copying of nucleotide sequence, it also revealed a problem that Max Delbru¨ck recognized over 50 years ago: every link between the parental Watson and Crick strands would be preserved in the daughter molecules following semiconservative DNA replication (18) . He suggested an alternate model of discontinuous DNA replication to avoid this linking problem. In the midst of proposing this incorrect model, however, he did propose another mechanism (one he considered less elegant) for solving the linkage problem: an enzyme to break and reseal the DNA strands. The discovery of topoisomerases in the 1970s (19, 20) and later experiments on the topology of replication products have confirmed Delbru¨ck's insights and the mechanism is extraordinarily elegant.
Newly replicated DNA is intertwined (21) (22) (23) (24) . The intertwined DNAs, known as catenanes, or links, have a right-handed (+), parallel structure and are formed by DNA synthesis in vitro and in vivo. It is the job of type-2 topoisomerases, which change Lk by cleaving both DNA strands, passing another duplex through the transient gate, and resealing the gate, to unlink catenated intermediates of DNA replication; type-1 topoisomerases, which cleave only one strand, are not able to unlink catenanes unless the DNA contains nicks or gaps. For E. coli, the decatenating type-2 enzyme is topoisomerase IV (24, 25) ; for metazoans, it is topoisomerase II (21, 26, 27) . The inactivation of topoisomerase IV in E. coli results in highly catenated plasmid reporter molecules, as observed by electron microscopy and high-resolution gel electrophoresis, and nucleoids that failed to segregate (24, 25) , but does not affect the rate of DNA replication for at least half a dozen doubling times. This result indicates that topoisomerase IV is not needed for replication initiation or elongation, but only for decatenation.
Recent work using fluorescence microcopy has revealed that the separation of replicated genetic loci is impaired in E. coli in the absence of topoisomerase IV (28) , which suggests a relationship between DNA catenation and chromosomal cohesion following DNA replication (28, 29) . Similar trends are apparent in eukaryotic cells. In yeast, the absence of topoisomerase II leads to impaired chromosome segregation and cell death at cytokinesis (30) . When a hypomorphic mutant of topoisomerase II replaces the wild-type version, the yeast cell arrests its cell cycle before chromosome segregation at anaphase (31) . These findings indicate that the cell is sensitive to catenated chromosomes and that their detection can activate a cell cycle checkpoint to prevent errors in genome transmission. It has been suggested that mammalian cells, with their larger genomes, are exquisitely sensitive to the presence of replication catenanes and contain a catenane checkpoint (32) (33) (34) (34, 36) . It is possible that a defect in the ability of the cell to detect and resolve chromosomal linkages could lead to aneuploidy, a common occurrence in these tumors, and promote genomic changes associated with cancer development. The story is not so clear, however, as healthy mouse embryonic and human hematopoietic stem cells also appear to have a weakened DNA catenation checkpoint (37) . What is clear is that the interplay of DNA linkage and the enzymes that unlink DNA are important for genome stability, cancer and development.
Effects of DNA knotting and additional topological problems originally associated with DNA segregation that may be associated with knots When two daughter chromosomes are topologically linked, segregation of the genetic material cannot occur normally. However, a DNA molecule tangled in itself, a DNA knot, is also problematic for cells, perhaps even more problematic than catenanes. The biophysical properties of the DNA polymer give it a propensity to become knotted (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) . This idea makes intuitive sense: the same drive that causes headphone wires and computer cables to become self-entangled (and prompted the wireless forms of these devices) applies also to long, flexible DNA in the cellular space crunch. In spite of a drive to entanglement, cellular DNA rarely is found knotted under physiologically normal conditions. At least three factors keep the DNA unknotted in a cell: (i) type-2 topoisomerases, which remove knots as they form; (ii) the organization of DNA into nucleosomes, which serves not only to compact the bulk of the DNA, but also holds it in an unknotted state. Nucleosomes, then, effectively reduce the length of DNA that must be surveyed by type-2 topoisomerases for knots; and (iii) DNA supercoiling, which suppresses formation of knots, at least for protein-free DNA (43) . Early results from simulations indicated that supercoiling promoted DNA knotting and that knots represented a lower free-energy state than DNA supercoils (44) . However, in those simulations, as knots formed, supercoils were concomitantly removed. In a cell, as discussed above, DNA negative supercoiling is tightly maintained homeostatically. When such homeostasis is maintained in the simulations, in fact DNA supercoiling is a lower energy conformation than DNA knotting (43) .
Why do cells keep their genomes unknotted and what would happen if they did not? Experimentally, this question can be addressed by increasing the activity of processes known to increase DNA knotting or by inhibiting the activity of the type-2 topoisomerase needed to untie the knot. Overexpressing the Hin site-specific recombinase in E. coli, which leads to increased knotting in a plasmid containing its recombination sites, blocked DNA replication and transcription, increased mutation, and led to loss of the replicon (45) . The inhibition of topoisomerase IV exacerbated these effects (45) . Thus, DNA knotting interferes with genetic metabolism.
Recent experiments have suggested a link between the topological state of the DNA and cellular differentiation in eukaryotes. Differentiated cells, such as Xenopus erythrocytes, have completed and exited the cell cycle. When nuclei from these differentiated cells are added to interphase Xenopus egg extracts, a system that recapitulates a multitude of biological processes, they exhibit only poor DNA replication. If these chromosomes are ''reprogrammed'' in mitotic extract first, they will undergo very robust DNA replication (46) . This reprogramming, known as ''replicon resetting'', is topoisomerase IIdependent and accompanies a visible shortening of chromosomal loops (46) . It has been suggested that to make way for DNA replication, topoisomerase II must remove chromosomal roadblocks that have appeared in the differentiated cells (46, 47) . Considering that the DNA from these cells is not yet replicated, it seems unlikely that catenation of linked daughter chromosomes are what causes the roadblock. Similarly, because the block is not removed by the endogenous topoisomerase I, the barrier probably is not caused by an altered DNA supercoiling state, such as an area of localized overwound DNA. We propose that instead of catenanes, knots prevent the facile return of differentiated nuclei to the cell cycle. Although elucidated in metazoans, this phenomenon of a topological resetting of chromosomes to allow complete and efficient DNA replication appears widespread. Yeast cells lacking topoisomerase II protein cannot resolve DNA entanglements and undergo pervasive DNA damage and chromosome missegregation during cytokinesis (48) . The expression of a catalytically inactive topoisomerase II, in which the active site tyrosine is replaced with phenylalanine, in this null topoisomerase II background, cannot prevent DNA entanglements from arising. However, the mutant topoisomerase II prevents DNA damage and missegregation by restoring a cell cycle arrest. The resulting DNA entanglements prevent the completion of DNA replication and block entry into mitosis (48) . Although the formation of precatenanes during DNA synthesis could be the impediment, these are likely to form behind replication forks. As for the experiments discussed above, one alternative explanation of this finding is that overexpression of catalytically inactive topoisomerase II renders yeast cells unable to unknot DNA, and it is the knots that block progressing DNA replication forks. In support of this alternative interpretation of the data, the electrophoretic migration of reporter plasmids (48) is what would be expected for knotted plasmids.
The consequences of DNA knotting can reach beyond DNA replication. Proper chromatin assembly profoundly influences genetic activity. Using the Xenopus oocyte extract system, researchers found that knotted DNA is an unsuitable substrate for chromatin assembly (49) . In a purified transcription system (50) and likely in E. coli (45) , RNA polymerases have difficulty transcribing a knotted DNA molecule. DNA knotting might also destabilize the eukaryotic genome. Finally, knotted polymers have a reduced tensile strength compared to unknotted counterparts, and knotted DNA could be more likely to break (45, 51) .
The brief review above indicates that DNA supercoiling, catenating and knotting, which are the natural topological consequences of storing, replicating, recombining, transcribing and likely also repairing the DNA double helix, can have negative effects on cells. This fact illustrates the cellular need for topoisomerases, particularly for type-2 topoisomerases. How the type-2 topoisomerases carry out their essential roles has been studied extensively since their discovery (19, 20) . Much about these remarkable enzymes, however, remains a mystery.
MODELS FOR HOW TYPE-2 TOPOISOMERASES UNTANGLE DNA
Whereas the topological state of DNA is a global property, the data discussed above demonstrate that DNA topology affects processes that are occurring on the local level such as replication, transcription and recombination. How does the global topology affect local interactions and, conversely, how do locally acting type-2 topoisomerases guard against detrimental global entanglements of a DNA that is orders of magnitude larger than the enzyme? Type-2 topoisomerases, including prokaryotic DNA gyrase, which introduces negative supercoils into DNA, bind two DNAs (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) . Experiments with Drosophila topoisomerase II revealed that the enzyme cleaves DNA only after both DNA helices are bound (55) . Based upon these findings, a statistical, teleological argument can be made: type-2 topoisomerases discern DNA topology by recognizing helix-helix juxtapositions that exist more frequently in their substrates, overwound (positively supercoiled) and underwound (negatively supercoiled) DNA, as well as in catenanes and knots, than in their products, relaxed and untangled DNA (52, 57) . Can such a statistical argument explain type-2 topoisomerase function? Not entirely.
Rybenkov et al. found that type-2 topoisomerases, but not type-1 topoisomerases, added to a DNA mixture at equilibrium that consists of a very small fraction of knotted and linked DNAs will change the equilibrium to a state with even less entangled DNA (58). Assuming that the helix-helix juxtapositions were all identical in the equilibrium DNA mix (including relaxed DNA plasmid and sticky-ended linear DNA, which can, with a certain frequency, anneal to form circles and rarely also forms knots when the annealing entraps an entanglement or catenanes when it entraps a DNA plasmid) in the experiment, then it might be expected that the type-2 enzymes should not have altered the equilibrium. Indeed, if DNA juxtapositions are treated as ''phantom chains'' in which one chain can freely pass through itself or other chains, an idealized equilibrium distribution of knots and catenanes results (59) . Because the results of Rybenkov et al. showed that type-2 topoisomerases do not turn DNA into phantom chains, then the straightforward statistical helix-helix juxtaposition model cannot explain the results. Therefore, the researchers suggested that type-2 topoisomerases actively slide along the DNA to trap the catenane or knot nodes and reduce the effective size of the DNA (58). This model, however, was abandoned by the authors for a lack of experimental evidence and in favor of the ''active bending model'' discussed below. In addition, recent experimental evidence argue against a model that invokes type-2 topoisomerase sliding, as roadblocks had no affect on the ability of a type-2 enzyme to shrink the topoisomer distribution (60) . Another three DNA strand model was proposed by Trigueros et al. (61) . Their model envisioned a bound, stationary (not sliding) topoisomerase interacting with three DNA segments. The model was proposed to explain the experimental observations that type-2 topoisomerases narrow the distribution of DNA supercoiled topoisomers in an asymmetric way. How this model can address the reduction in knots and catenanes to below equilibrium levels has not been addressed and is hard to envision.
A kinetic proofreading model (62,63) was put forth, in which two sequential type-2 topoisomerase-DNA collisions occurring within a short time interval were required to bring about a segment passage (64) . This intriguing model provided rationalization for some of the unknotting and unlinking data, but the model predicted a constant supercoil suppression factor of 2.0 (65), which is inconsistent with experiments showing supercoil suppression factors ranging from approximately 1.4 to 1.8 for several type-2 topoisomerases from different organisms (58,60).
As mentioned above, an active bending model has been put forth that type-2 topoisomerases can actively untangle DNA by bending the DNA gate segment, which, would increase the probability of capturing a second 'transfer' segment in knotted or linked molecules relative to the probability in unknotted or unlinked DNA. DNA strand passage is allowed to proceed only along the direction of entry into the hairpin and not in the reverse direction (66, 67) . In support of this active bending model, Monte Carlo simulations showed that untangling could be achieved if a hairpin is introduced as a preformed conformational kink in the computation (66, 67) . How to translate the pre-existing kink used in the simulations to a kink actively introduced by the topoisomerases acting on DNA is not obvious. In addition, the experimental evidence for active bending is complicated by the assays used. Interpreting the results from experiments that showed that the addition of type-2 topoisomerase increases ligase-mediated cyclization of short linear DNA is problematic because of the potential that type-2 topoisomerases interact with DNA ends (61, 67) . Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which was used to assess bending by type-2 topoisomerases (67), involves flattening and drying a three-dimensional object in buffer into two dimensions and is also difficult to interpret. Therefore, the active bending model remains to be clarified.
Although each of the above models can explain certain aspects of type-2 topoisomerase actions, none of them can account for all of the existing experimental data. For example, how would any of them predict simultaneous supercoiling-independent unknotting and supercoilingdependent decatenating of plasmids of a few thousand base pairs (15, 25, 68, 69) ? Also, all of these models are fairly 'protein-centric' in that they seem to ascribe the ability to assess DNA topology solely to the type-2 topoisomerase, which behaves like Maxwell's smart demon (70) , cruising the system to gather information, count DNA binding events, and exert its influence onto a passive DNA.
An implicit assumption in the interpretation of the data from Rybenkov et al. was that all of the different helix-helix juxtapositions in the experiment were alike; that there was no difference between the helix-helix juxtaposition formed by two circles near each other to be linked by type-2 topoisomerase and the helix-helix juxtaposition in a knot or a catenane to be unlinked. Is this a valid assumption? Is there nothing at the local level implicit in the DNA-DNA juxtapositions that a type-2 topoisomerase might use to discriminate its substrate from its product? Buck and Zechiedrich stipulated that the local geometric properties of two DNA helices juxtaposing are not the same when the DNA is supercoiled, linked or knotted, compared to when it is linear, relaxed and unknotted (71) . Thus, in the experiments of Rybenkov et al., the catenane resulting from the sticky ends of the DNA annealing to encircle another relaxed DNA circle contains a DNA-DNA juxtaposition that is fundamentally distinct from the juxtaposition of two circles that are not linked. Likewise, the juxtaposition at a knot node is distinct from a juxtaposition formed when two segments of one DNA collide. The local geometry of DNA juxtapositions provides significant information about global topology (71) and this may instruct type-2 topoisomerases where to act. Specifically, DNA segments that are linked tend to curve toward each other when they juxtapose, creating hooked juxtapositions whereas segments that are not linked tend to curve away from each other, creating free juxtapositions. Another important distinction between juxtapositions in tangled or untangled DNA is how long they may persist. These observations suggested a simple model for type-2 topoisomerase action; the enzymes will act on hooked, but not free juxtapositions (71, Figure 2) .
The recent determination of the crystal structure of the DNA binding and cleavage core of yeast topoisomerase II in a complex with a putative gate DNA segment (72) , where the DNA segment was strongly bent to 1508 lends Figure 2 . The hooked juxtaposition hypothesis. The hypothesis put forth by Buck and Zechiedrich stipulates that type-2 topoisomerases unknot and decatenate by selective segment passages at hooked juxtapositions but not at free juxtapositions. Schematized here, as an example, is the hypothesized decatenating mechanism by type-2 topoisomerases of two daughter chromosomes, one red and one blue. Shown is the perspective of the small topoisomerase and the global linkage is hard to ascertain globally. Type-2 topoisomerase (schematically represented by a green circle) catalyzes segment passage specifically at a hooked juxtaposition (top row), which is more likely to occur when the two chromosomes are linked globally. The type-2 enzyme will not act at a free juxtaposition (bottom row), which is more likely to occur when two chromosomes are not linked globally (71) . Although depicted here for decatenation, this model is the same for knot-generated juxtapositions as well.
support to the two models that invoke DNA bending (67, 71) . Use of the crystal structure to distinguish models, however, must be done with caution because the DNA used to achieve the crystal had unique sequence and structural properties (including two nicks). It is not known whether the bend would exist in DNA without these specific properties or whether the enzyme can actively bend DNA. Whereas type-2 topoisomerases exhibit strong DNA binding and cleavage site preferences (73, 74) , in general the enzyme must act relatively indiscriminately.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GLOBAL TOPOLOGY AND LOCAL INTERACTIONS
At the same time that experiments are devised to understand type-2 topoisomerase action, it seems reasonable to also consider the question from another perspective. What local parameters of DNA-DNA juxtapositions reflect whether or not DNA is linked, and whether strand passage at certain juxtapositions is more or less likely to link or unlink DNA? The premise of this juxtaposition-centric approach is that distinct conformations of tangled and untangled DNA molecules tend to cause, in a statistical manner, the sites of DNA juxtaposition to adopt different geometries.
Starting with a specific DNA-DNA juxtaposition, exact enumeration or Monte Carlo sampling determines what new conformations would result from segment passage (Figure 3 ). This method is computationally more efficient than other sampling methods because it ensures that all enumerated or sampled conformations are consistent with the presence of a specific segment juxtaposition. The juxtaposition-centric approach was motivated by a similar constrained lattice conformational enumeration method that also bore on a relationship between local and global properties (75) . That earlier study led to the discovery that local helical and sheet-like motifs similar to protein secondary structures tend to be enhanced by the overall conformational compactness of a polymer (76), a trend that was also observed subsequently in tube theory (77) .
Lattice models, with a long productive history in polymer physics (78, 79) , knot theory (38, 80, 81) and protein folding (82, 83) , have been used to study the global topological information contained in segment juxtapositions. More realistic model chains configured in the continuum can also be used in the juxtaposition-centric approach. In addition to the hooked and free juxtapositions (71, 84, 85) , the half-hooked juxtaposition (85) is included in Figure 3a , because of its relevance to the active bending model (67) . Two-chain configurations (Figure 3b ) and one-chain conformations (Figure 3c ) constructed from preformed juxtapositions can be used to study decatenating and unknotting, respectively, by type-2 topoisomeraselike segment passages.
Once these conformations are established, the topological consequences of type-2 topoisomerase-like segment passages at the hooked, half-hooked and free juxtapositions can be investigated (Figure 4a-c) . Based on population distributions, a master equation formulation (67, 85) was used to determine the steady-state populations of various topological states. These calculations yielded a link (catenane) reduction factor R L (Figure 4d ) and a knot reduction factor R K (Figure 4e) . Essentially, R L and R K of a juxtaposition type are, respectively, the catenane and knot population at topological equilibrium divided by the corresponding steady-state population resulting from selective segment passages at the given juxtaposition. A high value for these reduction factors means that the steady-state fraction of catenanes or knots is small relative to that at topological equilibrium, and therefore selective segment passage at the given juxtaposition is effective in decatenating or unknotting. On the other hand, a low value (<1) means that selective segment passage at the given juxtaposition tends to tangle rather than untangle. The chain length dependence of link and knot reduction factors for the three juxtapositions is shown in Figure 4d and 4e. Consistent with the idea that global topology is manifested locally, both R L and R K exhibit dramatic dependence on juxtaposition geometry. ) model. The schematics in (b and c) illustrate how conformational enumeration and sampling are conducted in the juxtaposition-centric approach. The geometry of a preformed juxtaposition (tube-like drawings) remains unchanged during a simulation, while the conformational possibilities of the rest of the chain(s) (dashed curves) are either enumerated exhaustively for short chains or sampled statistically using Monte Carlo techniques for longer chains. The connectivity of the dashed curves to the preformed juxtapositions in (b) are for the studies looking at two separate chains, which consider the decatenating potentials, whereas those in (c) are for one-chain studies for the corresponding unknotting potentials. In addition to the three juxtapositions shown here, the juxtaposition-centric approach has been applied to several thousand lattice juxtapositions (84, 85) .
Several features in these plots are noteworthy: (i) segment passage with only the local information of the hooked juxtaposition is effective in decatenating and unknotting and is comparable to the experimental measurements (58). A survey of hundreds of different lattice juxtapositions with a crossing found that the untangling potential correlates with the ''hookedness'' of the juxtaposition (85) . (ii) With R K values of at most 3, strand passage at the half-hooked is much less effective than at the hooked juxtaposition. This finding may explain partly why the active bending model (67) predicts much smaller effects than are observed experimentally (58). (iii) Disentangling by selective passage at hooked juxtapositions is even more highly effective for ring polymers of shorter chain length. This trend is consistent with experimental R K values of 90 and 50, respectively, for a 7-kb plasmid, pAB4, and 10-kb bacteriophage, P4 DNA (58).
(iv) The juxtaposition-centric computation demonstrates that at any chain length the knot reduction factor (Figure 4e ) is higher than the link reduction factor ( Figure 4d) ; but the chain length dependences of the link and knot reduction factors took very similar shapes. This pattern reflects an approximate power-law relationship in the model, R K (R L ) 2.0 (85), which mirrors a similar experimental R K (R L ) 1.6 scaling for a set of type-2 topoisomerases from different organisms studied by Rybenkov et al. Considering all of the results obtained from lattice modeling thus far, the hooked juxtaposition hypothesis (Figure 2 ) and the general juxtaposition-centric approach it inspired afford a coherent rationalization for type-2 topoisomerase action not only in decatenating and unknotting (Figure 4 ), but in suppressing the equilibrium distribution of supercoils as well. Recently, advances have also been made in extending juxtaposition-centric conformational sampling from lattice to continuum (off-lattice) models. Preliminary studies using the newly developed Monte Carlo sampling techniques (87) showed that selective segment passages at hooked juxtapositions in a more realistic wormlike DNA chain model-like the corresponding operations in lattice models-could indeed achieve significant reduction in knot population comparable to that observed in experiments (Z.L., L.Z. and H.S.C., manuscript in preparation).
PROSPECTS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF DNA TOPOLOGY ON BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
As the fundamental principles of local conformational effects of the global topological state are being elucidated experimentally and theoretically, it will be important to clarify how nucleic acid metabolism will alter these properties. Biological processes provide a link between global topology and local DNA structure. The case of DNA knotting is a good example. The shape of a knotted molecule is quite different whether it is loose or tight, and it is likely that the biological consequences of a knot would be influenced by its tightness. Indeed, atomic force microscopy images of knotted plasmids indicate that the knot is normally localized to a small area of the total molecule; thus knots can be tight (90) . Theoretical results reveal that knots in DNA tend to localize and remain in that conformation for entropic reasons (91, 92) . Although knots tighten on their own, there could be an even greater tendency for this to occur in vivo as the DNA is subjected to forces applied by enzymes involved in transcription and replication.
In the cell, a loose knot (Figure 6a ) might not be substantially different from an unknotted molecule, whereas a tight knot (Figure 6b ) might form a much more formidable impasse to DNA tracking enzymes like RNA and DNA polymerases. This consideration also suggests that even if the molecule is globally knotted, knots can have very transient and localized effects based upon where the knot tightens (Figure 6b) . On a chromosome, barriers exist that prevent the diffusion of superhelical tension beyond a 50-100 kb loop of DNA (93) . It will be interesting to determine whether these blocks to the diffusion of changes in torsional tension are general topological barriers that can prevent the spread of a knot in the chromosome as well. These genomic barriers have been demonstrated to impede large chromosomal movements, as measured by the synapsis of distant chromosomal sites in a site-specific recombination reaction (gd resolvase) (94) , and possibly could also inhibit the movements of DNA that would occur during knot translocation. Although these considerations suggest that knot tightening is detrimental, it is possible that it could be beneficial to the cell. For example, a knot might become localized to an intergenic region of the genome and, thus, not disrupt transcription before a topoisomerase unties it. The processes that affect knot localization should be those that exert force on the DNA, including transcription, replication and segregation. Indeed, both theoretical and experimental evaluations have indicated that sufficient forces exist in vivo to affect the tightness of a knot (95, 96) .
Unlike with DNA knots, which have a relatively stable structure and change more in size and location rather than shape, the conformation of DNA supercoils will greatly change as a consequence of nearby biological activities. The folding of chromosomes in cells involves the wrapping of supercoiled DNA around proteins-nucleoidassociated proteins in prokaryotes and the nucleosomal histones in eukaryotes. In this protein-bound state, the supercoiled DNA is constrained and unable to promote DNA activity. In E. coli, 40%, and in humans, nearly 100% of bulk chromosomal DNA is constrained in this way (97, 98) . The transient release of this supercoiling allows high levels of DNA activity, particularly in eukaryotes. Yet, once these unconstrained supercoils are released what form will they take? The highly writhed conformation of plectonemic (interwound) supercoils would promote DNA site juxtaposition, but it is also possible that the DNA inside the cell could be held in an untwisted conformation instead, which would have different physiological properties. What are the effects of negative supercoiling when unwinding of the duplex is maintained, but the juxtaposition of DNA sites is no longer facilitated? How can type-2 topoisomerases regulate topology when the Figure 5 . Unknotting effects of strand passage at specific juxtapositions depend on chain stiffness. The plot (top) shows knot reduction factors (R K , in logarithmic scale) resulting from segment passage at the hooked, half-hooked and free juxtapositions (operations are as in Figure 4a -c) as a function of the chain stiffness parameter e for circular chains with length n = 100. In these model chains, a 1808 bond angle is favored by a factor exp(e) over a 908 bond angle. Thus, chain stiffness increases with e, with e = 0 corresponding to the original model from which the results in Figure 4 were obtained. The bottom drawings are representative knotted conformations at e-values indicated by the arrows. crossover is eliminated? Do they need to? Can the type-1 topoisomerases regulate topology in this case?
Genetic regulation has primarily focused on the role of nucleotide sequence in this process. However, the evolution of DNA as the genetic medium with its inherent set of conformational features has resulted in a feedback of the properties on the regulation of basic chromosomal functions. Furthering our understanding of this feedback will be crucial in completing our understanding of basic genetic mechanisms.
